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ABSTRACT
The wireless indoor communication system applying an optical transparent backbone provides an economic and
flexible approach for local area networks in office buildings. The performance of the system is enhanced by
assigning specific subcarriers for the individual picocells which enables the transmission of the wireless
channels without altering their modulation format. This method allows for a simple, and low-cost
communication system. Cascadability is critically important, because several electrical subcarriers are
transmitted on the same optical signal. It is shown by numerical simulation and measurement that SOA
modulator provides acceptable nonlinear distortion for SubCarrier Multiplexed telecommunication systems. It
demand more advanced amplifier-modulator working state planning. The temperature and the optical reflection
have also important role in linearity.
Keywords: indoor radio communication, modulation, optical communication, optical modulation,

semiconductor optical amplifiers, wireless LAN.

1. INTRODUCTION
Local area networks (LANs) are used in different situations. An important area of concern is the indoor
communications where a local area network may cover several rooms spread over many floors. The traffic may
involve different types of services such as voice, music, picture, data (with different bit rates), e-mail, Internet,
etc. To meet the requirements posed by such a system a flexible and high capacity communication system is
warranted. [ 1 ].

Specifically, if the subscriber terminals are inter-connected by optical fibers the network cannot serve mobile
terminals. Alternatively, a wireless system may be used to cover the entire building. However, while this
approach provides flexibility and access to mobile terminals, it suffers from serious attenuation and fading
problems. Furthermore, to cover an entire building implies higher radiating powers what increases the radiation
hazard. The walls separating the rooms as well as the ceilings between the floors cause high attenuation
(20-30 dB) and strong reflections. Consequently, a combined optical-wireless cellular architecture has to be
applied.

2. THE WIRELESS-OPTICAL SYSTEM CONCEPT
The building is divided into picocells comprised of a single large room or a group of adjacent small rooms. The
picocellular architecture has the advantage to provide for both higher total traffic capacity and decreased
radiation hazard. The optical fiber offers a very wide transmission band with low distortion along with a low
attenuation. Further, the original modulation format of the radio channels is preserved.
In that approach one of the most important tasks is the interconnection between the radio nodes of the cells.

The widely used system architectures apply separate fibers between a center station and each radio nodes [2, 3].
In this case all of the processing tasks are performed at the center station. The radio channels are radiated at
the radio nodes as they are received from the center station via the optical fiber. This way the function of the
center station is very complex because many different services should be provided for a lot of radio nodes.
The bit rates of the channels are also different. Thus the switching procedure is quite cumbersome at the center
station. If the number of cells is high the number of the interconnecting fibers is also high.
In our alternative approach the individual wireless networks use TDMA or CDMA techniques. They are

interconnected via optical fibers applying the subcarrier multiplexing (SCM) method. The architecture takes
advantage of the very wide transmission band offered by optical fibers. Thus a huge number of subcarriers can
be accommodated providing a high traffic capacity. the center station has only controlling and signaling
functions in the network and switching is actually done by the selection of the subcarrier frequency and the time
slot or the proper code. The cost of the optical networking is low because it is applied only in the backbone of
the network. The wireless section becomes more economic due to serving only the small area of a picocell.
The system is very flexible, it can easily be extended to contain more terminals. It is a closed system excluding
any illegal access.
The block diagram of the system is presented in Fig. 1. Each large office room or a group of adjacent small

rooms has a specific carrier frequency for the radio transmitters of the terminals. The modulation formats can be
FSK (frequency shift keying), BPSK (binary phase shift keying), QPSK (quadrature phase shift keying),
16 QAM (16 state quadrature amplitude modulation), etc. depending on the wireless links because the optical
part of the system is transparent. The transmitter signals of the terminals are collected by the receiver of
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the radio node and they are transmitted via the optical fiber. This way the radio carriers are used as subcarriers in
the optical domain. The optical fiber operates as a one-way bus using the principle of collection and
distribution. When all of the subcarriers are transposed into the optical domain the fiber is routed back to the
radio nodes where all of the channels are converted back into the radio frequency region. However, before
radiation they should be shifted to use a different frequency band for the radio up-links and down-links.
The optical receiver consists of a photo-diode connected to a broadband transimpedance amplifier. All optical
signals are detected, shifted in frequency, amplified and radiated in the office rooms for the terminals. Then
the radio receiver of a terminal is tuned to the allocated carrier frequency and selects a time slot to establish
connection with another terminal.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram ofthe new system.

3. THE OPTICAL BACKBONE
The optical backbone contains a single mode fiber which connects the optical transmitters and receivers of
the radio nodes. As the length of the fiber is usually less than 1 km the chromatic dispersion does not influence
the transmission. The received radio signals produce intensity modulation of a single laser source by applying
semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) or electro-absorption modulators (EAMs) as optical modulators. This
way a single fiber collects all of the optical transmitter signals.. A control unit provides signalling information
for the terminals utilizing a common baseband channel. Then the fiber is routed back and via optical directional
couplers the subcarriers are received by the optical receivers. The SOA and the EAM behave as current
controlled devices therefore they have to be driven by current sources.

4. CASCADED SOA AND EAM STAGES

Several SOAs and EAMs have to be connected in cascade. The first modulator gets an unmodulated optical
carrier, the input of the second modulator is an optical beam carrying a subcarrier. Furthermore, the third
modulator gets two subcarriers, etc. The variation of the bias current of the modulators results in the variation of
the gain and that means a multiplication function generating new modulation products which present distortion.
An overview of the modulation products is given in Table 1. As seen we get the useful first order products, the

second order products and the third order products which are in the transmission band. The difference and sum

frequency components are eliminated by filtering because they are out of the transmission band. The third order
components are multiplied by the 3 modulation indices. The modulation indices are usually less than 0.1, these
components are at least two orders of magnitude smaller than the useful modulation product. [5]
Table i.Modulation products at the output ofthe third stage.

Order Frequency Coefficient

First |i) (02 (03 m

Second | )1-"2 )1-"3 "2-" w01+w2 01+w01 W2+0 0.5m2

Third |)1+±02-(03 01+±03-o2 02+(03-1l w01+±w2+(03 0.25m3

The further stages produce also some in-band modulation products, however, their magnitudes will be less and
less. E.g. the fourth stage generates fourth order products which are multiplied by the four modulation indices.
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5. LINEARITY INVESTIGATION OF SOA
The SOA is not an ideal linear device. The nonlinear behaviour causes distortion and intermodulation products.
Fig. 2 shows the second and third order harmonic distortion as a function of the modulation frequency for
various input optical powers. The nonlinearity can be improved when the input optical power increases, because
of the saturation effect. The input optical power won't affect the relative value of harmonic product in case of
the unsaturated situation, when the level of the input optical power is very low [6].

In the linear regime the SOA modulator shows low, not measurable nonlinearity because the noise generated
by the SOA will dominate in the system. The intermodulation products overcome the noise floor in case of high
modulation indices. Fig.3 shows the noise level, IP3 and SFDR versus SOA working state. The results represent
that in the first part of the graph the gain of the device increases, hence the IP3 and the SFDR improve.
In the second part the optical gain doesn't change significantly but the noise level rises, hence the SFDR
decreases. Finally, the intermodulation products also start rise and the degradation of the SFDR is faster.
The device ensures efficient SFDR for the general optical networks, however it depends on bias current,
temperature, laser structure and optical reflection. [7]
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Fig. 3. Nonlinear behaviour ofSOA modulator.

The nonlinear behavior is also temperature sensitive, as seen in Fig. 4, because the operation of
semiconductor devices depends on the temperature. The linearity decreases, when the temperature increases.
The noise effect and the nonlinear distortion products are more significant in case of strong optical reflection

level. In case of short distance the level of optical reflection is usually determined by the optical detector.
Typical optical connectors (FC/PC) have more than 40 dB return loss (RL) and low reflection connectors
(FC/APC) provide RL > 70dB. By using optical isolator the problem can be eliminated but its price is in the
range of the laser transmitter. The system will be more instable in case of strong optical reflection, and larger
SFDR degradation can be observed as seen in the Fig.5. The change of the SFDR is caused by two different
effects. First the noise level of the device increases as a function of the bias point, the degradation is more
significant without optical isolator. On the other hand the level of the nonlinear product will fluctuate.
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6. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
The transmission properties of a subcarrier channel are depicted in the next figures. Fig. 6 shows the amplitude
and group delay variation of a channel with a bandwidth of 20 MHz. The fluctuation of the transmission and
group delay are limited to 0.5 dB and 3 ns in a ±10 MHz band, respectively. In the next measurements the bit
error rate was checked in case of different modulations. The system performance has been evaluated with
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changing the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio of the radio frequency signal (see Fig. 7). The curve for MODEM refers
to the back-to-back MODEM measurement. The curve of ELECTRICAL test gives the data for the case when
direct electrical connections were between the terminal transmitters and receivers. In these measurements
a QPSK signal was transmitted with a 30 Mbit/s bit rate. The signal-to-noise ratio was measured in a 30 MHz
transmission band. The more sophisticated modulation formats are more sensitive to the phase jitter.
The measured BER was smaller than 10-7 for 8 PSK and smaller than 10-6 for 16 QAM modulation formats at
25 dB SNR.
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Fig. 6. Transmission characteristics ofa Fig. 7. BER measurements versus SIN ratio with
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The number of the terminals is determined basically by the available radio frequency bandwidth. Assuming
2 Mbit/s bit rate for every subcarrier and FSK (frequency shift keying) modulation of the radio waves, 90
subcarriers can be accommodated in a 200 MHz frequency band keeping 10 00 bandwidth for the separation of
the channels. That means the number of the simultaneously operated simplex channels is 2700 if their bit rate is
64 kbit/s. This way the network can provide a high quality of service for at least 10000 terminals with 64 kbit/s
bit rate assuming 13.5 00 simultaneous traffic (or availability) in the network.

7. CONCLUSIONS
The new wireless indoor communications system using an optical backbone offers an economic and flexible
approach for local area networks (LANs) mainly in office buildings. The performance of the system is enhanced
by applying individual subcarriers for the picocells making possible the transmission of the radio channels
without changing their modulation format. That provides simultaneous optical detection and frequency shifting
offering a simpler construction for the radio nodes. The key device of the system is the compact, multifunctional
SOA, which determines the system performance. The numerical simulation and experimental results show that it
provides acceptable nonlinear distortion for telecommunication applications.
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